Critérios de Avaliação
Exame Modelo – Prova Específica de Inglês
I. 25%
a) According to the author of this text, what do we need to start doing to climb out of our
current social, environmental and financial crises?
According to the author, we can begin to turn around our current social, environmental
and financial crises by paying attention to a few specific instances of success rather than
hastening to return to the conventional order.
b) What is “boomerang trade” and why is it a problem?
“Boomerang trade” is what happens when identical goods cross each other on the trade
paths, thus yielding similar import/export figures for the same product. Such trade could
be avoided by consuming locally produced goods.
c) List three reasons why Vanuatu is at the top of the Happy Planet Index?
Vanuatu is at the top of the Happy Planet Index, which ranks a country’s environmental
impact in relation to both life expectancy and life satisfaction. Among the reasons for
Vanuatu’s success are its economic basis on small-scale agriculture, its avoidance of
materialism and competition-induced growth, and the preservation of its communal
values.
d) How have supply-end difficulties led to a revamping of the values that underpin the
Cuban economy?
Difficulty getting access to new goods and products has forced the Cuban economy to
emphasise the values of reuse, repair and recycling. This has shifted the emphasis of their
economy from growth to sustainability.

II. 20%
1) am I doing
2) am trying
3) wants
4) of
5) think
6) don't want

7) am sitting
8) recorded
9) is trying
10) love
11) seems
12) is constantly demanding

III. 25%

1

1) John hears a strange noise in the kitchen.
2) Don't you think they should be more respectful of their parents?
3) Karen works hard everyday at work.
4) Can he run faster than you?
5) I didn't tell him anything about that yesterday.
6) Would you mind looking after Michael's bike/bikes?
7) After listening carefully at the door, they walked down the hallway.
8) Peter and Anne like ice-cream, but Steven* doesn't.
9) Can you believe Sally? She didn't say one word to me during the concert.
10) Have you finished marking the exam papers yet?
*The name has been changed here to avoid potential confusion.

IV. 30%
The essay will be evaluated on the basis of the student’s capacity to organize his/her
ideas on the topic provided and thus produce an original text that demonstrates an
appropriate level of competence in the following areas:
•
•
•
•

lexical choice;
appropriateness and consistency of register adopted;
textual cohesion and coherence;
use of appropriate grammatical structures.
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